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Cor values that have been submerged in our world
of externals,
Wallis:
Surprisingvalues
Joy: C.S.
that our lnner selves recogniz e and even demand, but which our thoroughly a-spiritual society denies.
Those who refer back to our world from the vantaae point of LOTR,
generally do so In terms of moral reality.
For tho•e to whom reality
consists of tangible objecta, of material things. Tolkien la only an entertainer, but a kind of artist· prophet, one who, rather than tell us the
future, makes clear once again what has been clouded over.
Returning to the clearly discernible struggle between good and evil,
It Is interesting to note that this particular quality which attracts so
many readers, repulses others. For example. Matthew Hodgart, In his
well-known article Kicking the Hobbit says: "Thie extreme polarization
of good and evil, which is so striking in the works of all three (Tolkien,
Lewis, Williams) is not only reminiscent of rigid medieval Christianity
but is also, surely, rather Infantile ... by posing the problems of life in
terms of absolute good and evil. he gives a pseudo-explanation ..• Alas,
tn this world there are no goblins or ores .•. " I
It is rrnpoas ibte, I fear, to defend LOTR from charges of being
infantile at a time when the entire story of Christ, which Tolkien claims
is smiled at condesendingly.
"embraces all the essence of fairy-stories,"
The best one can do is point out that Christ knew man and answered Hodgart long ago when he said: Suffer the little children to come unto me,
and forbid them not; for of such is the kingdom of Cod. Of course a tale
contaimng Saurons and Candalfs can be termed simplistic.
Beat not to
deny it. But, by "posing problems of life in terms or absolute good and
evil", Tolkien 1s helping to bring us back to our senses.
Of course
daily life i.; complex, patterned in hues or gray. Of course there are no
ores or goblins to destroy.
However, the terrible Uung is that many of
us wonder why. It seems to me that today's world, so intelligent and
advanced and clear-sighted when it comes to things, to technology, to
handling empirically verifiable objects or quantities, ls lost in a dense
Cog when it comes to metaphy31cs. to the world beyond objects, the world
or spitit. And lost In this grayness, we forget that there ever was a way.
We forget about good and evil because the fog Is too dense, the complications too great. We think, not morally or spiritually, but pragmatically.
But the mythic work ls there to remind us or great truths that we
seem to be forgetting.
In appealing to our subconscious levels of knowJust as the great hero Is
ing. of remembering, it utilizes archetypes.
beyond ordinary dimensions, so too Is bis enemy. They stand for good
and evil, for order and chaos, and sometlung within us awaits their call
and responds. So. ln mythopoelc2 writing, such as t..OTR, good and
evil loom larger and clearer than in daily life. They take on the grandeur
of the absolute.
But this is not a lie or a deception. The complexities
or our lives may hide the absolutes. but they abide.
Hodgart would claim that LOTR ls not adult literature because it
deals in absolutes whtle we adults of the quotidian must face shades of
gray. He is right. We must face the gray, we must work with the com-

plexities, we are bound to our
Lewis'
Deep Space Trilogy
can help us, Cor it reminds us

difficult world.
However, Middle-earth
that good and evil exist, that there Is always a struggle, that we are here, free to choose, and that our choice
matters. With the experience or black and white fresh In mind we can
turn agaln to the grayness of the everyday, and try. We have been reminded of a reality more profound than that in which the world seems to
live. Those of us who believe In Middle-earth do so because. somewhere
In us we have never completely forgotten what lile is really about,
The question of absolute good and evil and the question of reality
merge. Those who "believe" in the reality of Middle-earth believe that,
whatever the complexities. nuances, and ambiguities of life seem to be,
underneath the changing surface remain& the eternal struggle in which we
must take part. Those who scoff at the "escapists" fleeing to Middleearth del\)' the reality of hobbit& and ores, It seems to me, because they
deny the entire premise or Tolklen's world--that life concerns an endle88 struggle between good and evil and that we must choose which side
we are on. The deniers, trusting only in the tangible, tend to be relativists, the believers absolutists.
Ultimately It seems safe to say that
most lovers or LOIR are people who believe through their hearts or subconscious memory, ln a mea.ning and a hope which our contemporary
scientific and superficially rational western world had denied or discarded.

•••

Obviously people are enchanted by Tolkien'& Imaginative creation.
The land, the inhabitants, the languages, the histories are poured over
In delight by amateur scholars. The poems are read aloud, set to music
and sung. I hope that this article has not seemed to discount the appeal
or Tolklen's vivid Imagination, of the secondary world he laboriously
l! I have not treated of elves and dwarfs. ents, and the
constructed.
Balrog, It is because it seemed to me (and to most of my correspondents)
that the essence or Middle-earth
was in the monumental struggle between
good and evil. Herein lay Its great truth. Its reality. Of cour-se the
artistry and brilliant concretizing Imagination of Tolkien brings this
whole world before our eyes, and without this beneficial white magic
we might never have awakened to Middle-earth at au. So, if I offended
any readers by neglecting this aspect of LOTR, I hope they will forgive
me.
Finally I would like to thank all my correspondents for their kind
help and for the good-heartedness that manifested itself in their letters.

Footnootes.
I.
M. Hodgart, "Kicking the Hobbit," New York Review of Books,
Vlll, 8(May 4, 1967) p. 11
2.
See Gracia Fay Ellwood. "The Good Guys and the Bad Guys."
Tolkien Jounal, Vol. ur, No. 4; and R.H. Reis, "George MacDonald: 'Founder of the Feast'." Tolkien Journal, Vol. II, No. I.

Surprising Joy:
C.S. Lewis' Deep Space Trilogy
by Ethel Wallis
In his science fiction trilogy, c. S. Lewis seems, like Milton. to
be justifying God's way to man. The books' underlying theme Is that i!
the cosmos came into being by the band or one Creator, its inhabitants
can only be content, or unified. or 3oyful, by acquiescing to the will of
their Creator. Ransom, Jane and Mark in the twentieth century and of
a fallen world, and the King and Queen of a world not yet tested, must
be educated anew in the nature of Cod and His universe.
To make their
growth in the understanding of this concept at once more personal and
universal, Lewis weaves into the fabric of bis narrative joy's characteristics and by so doing gives thematic unity to the trilogy.
Lewis first outlined the qualities of joy in 1933, in the preface to
The Pilgrims Regress. Here be assigns two central characteristics to
the experience: it "is one of intense longing ••• and there is a peculiar
mystery about the object or this Desire. " Nostalgia, magic, sex, and
intellectual craving for knowledge are not the objects. Lewis remarka,
"For I have myseU been deluded by every one of these false answers in
turn, and have contemplated each or them earnestly enough to discover
the cheat. To have embraced so many false Florimels is no matter for
boasting: it is fools, they say, who learn by experience. But since they
do at last learn, let a fool bring his experience into the common stock
that wiser men may profit by it. "
A study of joy from Lewis' later, fuller definitions in Surprised
~reveals
five characteristics:
first, the experience of joy comes
when attention is fixed on something else, that is, depends on setr-rcr-getfulness. "Only when your whole attention and desire are fixed on
something else--wbether a distant mountain, or the past, or the gods of
Asgard--does the 'thrill' arise." Secondly, it is a desire for something
longer ago or further away or still "about to be," an unsatisfied desire
which is near to grief, an inconsolable longing. Thirdly, joy is transitory, yet often the memory of it can bring back the emotion. Lewis states
at one point in bis life, "the distance of the Twilight of the Cods and the
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distance of my own past Joy, both unattainable, flowed together Into a
single, unenduzable sense or desire and loss, which suddenly became
one with the loss of the whole experience, which .•• had already vanished,
had eluded me at the very moment when I could first say lt is." Fourthly, because joy, to Lewis, manifested an Objective Fact, Cod Himself,
the experience was often enveloped with a sense of Holiness.
"AU the
value lay in that or which Joy was the desiring ••. this brought me into the
region of awe, for I thus understood that in deepest solitude, there is a
road right out of the seU." Finally, Lewis distinguishes joy from both
the "thrill" of sex and of magic.
"l now know that the experience, considered as a state of my own
mind, had never bad the kind of importance I once gave it: it was valuable only as a pointer to something other and outer ••• when we are lost
in the woods the sight of a signpost is a great matter."
In the words of
of this metaphor, joy became Lewis' signpost to God, and later, Christ.
"He who first sees it cries, "Look ] ' The whole party gathers round and
stares. But when we have found the road and are passing signposts every few miles, we shall not stop and stare. They will encourage us and
we shall be grateful to the authority that set them up. But we shall not
stop and stare, or not much; not on this road, though their pi!Jlitrs are
of silver and their lettering of gold. We would be at Jerusalem."
Ransom first experiences joy upon entering Deep Heaven--by leaving the boundaries of darkened Earth. "Stretched naked on his bed, a
second Danae. be found it night by night more difficult to disbelieve in
the old astrology ..•. He had thought the heavens barren: be saw now
that it was the womb of worlds, whose blazing and innumerable offspring
looked down nightly even upon the earth. " Thus, in spite of bis capture.
Ransom thinks not of bimseU, but of the heavens. As he later finds out,
the tinkling sound on the ship's bull are eldila. messangers of OyarsuMalacandra, great Eldila of Mars. In Lewis' cosmos, each planet has
a governing angel, an Oyarsa appointed by Cod, or Maleldil. Earth's

1
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Pleasure
itself for

angel fell, and the silent planet emerged, shut orr from the Inter-stellar
That eldila appear at the becummunication erljoyed by the univeree.
ginning or Hansom's conversion to a new world view la highly slgnJ!lcant,
for as will be shown, eldlla are pereonUlcatlons of Lewie' joy.
When Ransom meets Hyoi, hie hroeea friend on Mara, Hyo! hae
just spoken to an eldll. Through Hyo!'& friendship, and i.ndlrectly
through eldlla, Ransom's mental picture of the unlveree undergoes further radical change. Chapter 12 of Out of the Silent Planet records their
longest conversation, on pleasure.
Hyol'a definition makes clear tor
Malacandra's creatures happiness Is an accepted, dally reality stemming
from their continued dwelling l.n the will of Oyarea-Malacandra,
and
through him, or Maleldil, or God. Hyol describes the event In early life
which sealed his aUelgance to Maleldil.
Joy here is holy, awesom, a.nd
beyond se Lf.
"1 stood on the shore of Balk! the pool which Is the place of
most awe in the worlds •••• Because 1 have stood there alone,
Maleldil and 1, for even Oyarea sent me no word, my hesr
had been higher, my song deeper, all my days •.• that was the
best or drinks save one."
"What one?" asked Ransom.
"Death Itself In the day 1 drink It and go to Maleldil."
Hyoi does not sec pleasure as a transitory experience, his song has
been deeper all his days. "A pleasure Is full grown only when it is
remembered.
You arc speaking. Hman, as II the pleasure were one
It Is all one thing." Hyol's experience
thing and the memory another.
as not joy in the sense defined by Lewis, for he has already accepted his
Creator's authority.
In this scene Hyoi has educated Ransom to realities
beyond temporal feeling: commitment, death, and Maleldll.
Chapter 12 Is structurally set up to make the function of eldlla
clear.
Chapter 11 closes as Ransom and Hyo! are walki.ng toward the
shore. On the o.iay Ransom sees a young hrossa Cub speaking to the
air, she explains to Ransom she talked to an eldll. Because he can see
nothing, Ransom assumes the young hrossa Is pretending.
After the
conversation on pleasure at the close of chapter 12, Hyoi answers Ransom's questions about eldila. "They come Crom Oyarsa ..• eld!la are
hard to see ••.• You must be look.ing in the right place and the right time
•.. sometimes you can mistake them for a sunbeam or even a moving of
the leaves: but when you look again you sec that 1t was an etdll and that
it is gone."
As representatives
of a higher reality and by their transeldila correspond to Lewis' definition of joy. At one
itory illusiveness.
point in his experience with Joy. Lewis reads George MacDonald's
Phantastcs and remarks, "I found the light shining on those woods and
cottages and out or the book into the real world and resting there, transforming all common things and yet Itself unchanged. "
In the battle scene the signpost quality er the cldila emerges, continuing Ransom's education in the nature of the cosmos. When Hyo!,
they are stopped by an
Whin and ltansom hunt for the hnakra-monster,
eldil with a message for Ransom to go at once to Oyarsa. This eldil
brings a twofold experience or joy: for Hyo1 the eldil prefaces his trimph
as a hnakra-slayer and his "best drink of all," death; tor Ransom the
eldU precipitates his journey to Oyarsa and there, a fuller understanding
and acceptance or God. Ransom's friendship with Hyol begins and ends
with the advent or an eldil.
Before arriving on Oyarsa's Island, Augray, the sorn, explains
to Ransom, "the body or an eldil Is a movement swift as light; you may
say its body Is made of our light." Once on theraland Ransom feels the
presence of eldila strongly, but "where he looked hardest they were
least to be seen •••• To attend to any one of them was to make it invisible,
and the minute brightness seemed often to have just left the spot where
his eyes rell." This description parallels Lewis' statement about joy,
which "eluded me at the very mopieqt..when I could first say It is."
Significantly, ltansom sees them n;orc ,dea_~y as he gets closer to God.
After meeting the Oyarsa, Ransom experiences a deeper joy listening to the song for a dead brossa: "A sense of great masses moving
at visionary speeds, of giants dancing, of eternal sorrows eternally
consoled, of he knew not what and yet what he had always known .•• bowed
down his spitit as if the gate or heaven had opened before him." ln the
autobiography, joy "might almost equally well be called a particular kind
of unhappiness or grief •••• It must have the stab, the pang, the inconsolable longing." The unmaking of the brossa, and in a sense, the unmaking of Ransom's old cosmology and conversion to an even older one,
occur under the tinkling sounds and shifting lights of countless eldila.
Ransom learns the Oyarsa himself is a great eldil: a& the lesser eldila
are to him, he is to Maleldil:
as the lesse1"-eldila are to him, he is to
Maleldil: a signpost or representative of a greater reality.
For Ransom, the eldila have been present at each step of his pilgrimage, functioning as joy for Lewis in the autobiography.
ln Perelandra joy's function is the same. Malacandra was an
ancient world whose people bad never sinned. But MaleldU introduces
free-will into the new world, Perelandra.
Pei'elandra does not have
eldila, but the narrative is introduced by the Malacandrian Oyarsa, providing a structural link to the first book.
Ransom, at the request of Oyarsa-Malacandra, travels to Perelandra for a mission. Lewie would seem to indicate now that Ransom has
broken bis own silence and restored communication with Maleldil, he
can participate in the communication of the stars. Lewis' description of
Ransom's first experience in the new world, landing in the sea, sets the
tone joy is to assume. "Though he had not been aware of thirst till now.
his drink gave him quite astonishing pleasure. It was almost like meet-
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time."
Joy and Perelandra are at this
point co-equal: the "strange senae of exceselve pleasure,"
the globed
fruit, the bubble-trees, the berry' 11 red centers, all produce joy from
"a new hunger and thirst. a longi.ng that seemed to now over from the
body into the soul and which wu a heaven to feel. " But tor this joyous
paradl111 to remaln depends on the allegiance of the Green Lady to MateldU, and both Ransom and Weston perceive her allegiance can be changed. Joy then Is again a signpost to both the Lady and Ransom: they
must keep the status quo.
Lewis' technique tor demonstrating this Is to mark every time the
Green Lady grows In a true understanding or Maleldll through Kansom's
help or her own reason, but a definition of joy or a description or Its
effects.
ln their first conversation Ransom is surprised when the Green
Lady reveals a knowledge of Malacandra, and more surprised when she
states "MaleldU is teUl.ng me." Ransom Is overpowered by the awareness of pure joy which Is the sign of God's presence.
"The garden world
where he stood seemed to be packed qulte full, and as if an unendurable
preseure had been laid upon his shoulders, his legs failed him and he
hall sank, half fell. into a sitting position."
When later he discovers
she is the Mother, "Eve" of her world, the same effect occurs: "once
again there tell upon Ransom the feeling that It was not she, or not she
only, who had spoken. No other sound came to his ears, for the sea and
the air were atlll, but a phantom sense of vast choral music was all about him." More dramatically, when the Green Lady wins out over
WestonlUn-man
in a long talk by reasserting the puwer and good or
Maleldll, Ransom becomes "conscious of a sense o! triumph .... The
whole darkne88 about him rang with victory ... not by the sense or hearing festal revelry and dance and splendour poured into him ..• it was like
bei.ng present when the morning stars sang together."
i.n all three instances the Green Lady had affirmed the ultimate authority or God. As
Lewis remarked In Surprised By Joy, joy comes when attention is focused on "something distant, beyond one's self."
The Green Lady Is not only a catalyst for joy, but she learns or
its larger dimensions through conversations with Ransom. The Lady
tells him, "this is the glory and wonder you have made me see; that it
Is I, I myself, who turn from the good expected to the given good."
While here Ransom helps her to see Joy as a product or obedience to
Weston attempts to convince her obedience is
Maleldlls's commands,
not a prerequisite to anything. The Lady not only learns or obedience
("I am His beast, and all Ills biddings are jcys") but or humbleness or
self-forgetfulne88 to the point of sacrifice. She states, "I see now that
I may be as the eldila.
I may be appointed to cherish when they arc
small and 11eek children who will grow up and over-top me snd at whose
feet I sbaU fall. I see ..• joy also widens out and comes where we had
never thought." Before Weston starts the tireless campaign to capture
her vanlty and pride, the lines or demarcation between Ransom and him
are carefully drawn in the Green Lady's mind. In a comment she makes
to Weston, Lewis clarifies the signpost eUect or JOY. "Maleldll ls all
burning Joy and a strength ••• but there is no whisper, even, or the Voice
saying Yes to your words. "
Ransom himself undergoes several experiences which serve to
outline the quality or JOY in his life. Lewis makes clear joy on Earth
can only be longing, for the Sllent Planet is fallen. Ransom, after steeping a night on the Fixed Land, wakes up nuserable.
"For a moment he
supposed himself back on Earth: and the dream ••• or having hved and
walked on the oceans or the Morning Star rushed through his memory
with a sense of lost sweetness that was well-nigh unbearable." "Lewis
further contrasts the actual state and potential or Perelandra with
Earth's condition when Ransom returns i.n the darkness back to the
floating isle: "The cord of longi.ng which drew him to the Invisible isle
seemed to him at that moment to have been fastened long, long before
his coming to Perelandra. long .betore the earliest times that memory
could recover •••. It was sharp, sweet. wild, and holy. all In one ... and
would doubUess have aphrodisiac too, but not in Perelandra."
Here
Lewis asserts again that joy is not to be confused with sex alone. but
that it Is at once sad and holy; and joy, whethr longed for or actual, is
a common denonimator In the cosmos. What it points to, God, is equally real in all worlds.
Ransom also learns with the Lady that humbleness to the point of
self-sacrifice can produce joy. Before he fights with Un-man, his willingness to do so is rewarded: immediately he "accidently" walks into a
whole crowd of bubbles, "The pleasure was as sharp as when he had
first experienced it. " Again, while searching for food, he finds the delicious gourds. "He let the empty shell drop from his hand--filled for
the moment with such pleasure as seemed to make the whole world a
1'
dance.
Later, on the way to the Mountain, Ransom finds the singing beast.
As be afterwards learns from the eldila, the singing beast is brought
up by a dumb beast, who nurtures it until it can leave and survive alone:
A metaphor tor both the King and Queen's future role with their children,
and the Oyarsa of Venus' function on her planet with the King and Queen.
His search for the beast demonstrated the theme of obedience. or, the
theme of expected good delayed for another good. As the Queen realized
earlier with Ransom's aid, often what one wished is not the best good,
but rather the best comes from Maleldil.
Lewis amplifies the definition
of joy to tie it in with this theme in another metaphor. (Before Ransom
finds the beast expected good) "his contact with soil and bush appeared
to wake new odours that darted into his brain and there begot wild and
enormous pleasures" (the given good.)
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The narrative or chapters 16 and 17 Is a long paean or fulfilled
joy in a world which has withstood temptation. Ransom meets the eldila
or Mars and Venus upon entering the rose-red valley on the mountaintop. As in Malacandra, the eldlla embody joy. "The world is born today," states Oyarsa-Malacandra.
The Perelandrian Oyarsa is finally .
revealed to her creation: the signpost in Its visible power and reality.
When the young King and Queen arrive, Ransom "knew ever afterwards
what is meant by a light 'resting on' or 'overshadowing' a holy thing."
His joy at seeing the young couple is so great he "round himself Involuntarily speaking though his voice was broken and his eyes dimmed. "
Once again Lewis' joy is both holy and the emotion itself is next to grief.
The King receives the world from Venus and says "our joy is the
greater because we take- it by your girt as well as His." Joy a!!ects all
the creation gathered there. When the King laughs at Ransom's inquiries
"new modes or joy that had nothing to do with mirth ••• passed into them
all, as it were from the very air, or as If there were dancing in Deep
Heaven."
Yet the King reveals that the present JOY and beauty or Perelandra are but themselves signs or a deeper joy to come, "it Is Maleldil's
purpose to make us Cree or Deep lleaven. .. we shall be as the eldlla ..• "
The psalm-like hymn or praise to God sung by the King and Queen,
Malacandra, Perelandra and Ransom starts the Great Dance, in which
Maleldil reveals a shadow or His eternal patterning of the universe. As
the joyful song prefigures the glory or the Dance. so the Dance Itself
prefigures the glory of God. Thus JOY mirrors "the plan of the Great
Dance in which plans without number interlock, and each movement becomes in its season the breaking into nower or the whole design to which
all else had been directed."
In That llldeous Strength joy is conspicuously absent, a thematic
necessity because the combat Is waged on Earth, the Silent Planet. Jane
and Mark are a Joyless couple whose lives are touched and changed by
Ransom and the heavenly powers.
Mark's resentment or N.1. C. E. dates
from the visit he makes to Cure Hardy: in the little hamlet he reels ns
though he were on a holiday, and the nostaligia he senses makes N. I, C. E. seem dry and harsh by comparison. The experience Is almost Mark's
closest contact to anything resembling JOY throughout the narrative.
His
rejection or the system rests on purely negative grounds, and this is
sumcent to warrant lus rescue by Merlin, holder of the heavenly powers.
Jane's total conversion rs effected by her encounters with Ransom.
When she first meets him, "her world is undone ••. for the first time lo
many years the bright solar blend or king and lover and magician. .• stole
back upon her mind .... She was shaken: she was even shaking. She
hoped intensely that she was not going to cry, or be unable to speak, or
do anything silly." The process of Jane's conversion closely parallels
Lewis' own, for here she Is presented with cosmic possibilities beyond
her light world. Following the visit "Jane was simply in a state of joy
... amid light and music and festal pomp. brimmed with life and radiant
In health, jocund and clothed in shining garments .•.• She saw from the
windows of the train the outlined beams or sunlight pouring over stubble
or burnished woods and Celt that they were the notes of a trumpet. "
lier road to acceptance of God in the Christian sense is marked

by a lesson in obedience. When she had considered Christianity previously, her understanding included a dim awareness or the extent of its
demands on the individual and a few generalities: "rapture or obedience,
the tingling light and sound from under the Director's door •.• " Ransom
tells Jane that her largest point or contention with "the adversary," God,
is her pride. She must learn subjection to her husband through subjection to God. In the garden, "at one particular corner or the gooseberry
patch" she surrenders her will to God. The previous experiences of joy
fall into place: "now there was nothing except this. Yet also, everything
had been like this; only by being like this had anything existed."
AU joy
heretofore had been a signpost or an Objectfve Fact. But JOY docs not
end when God is acknowledged, the shaping or her new world-view continues, like Ransom's at the unmaking or the hrossa, "amidst a kind or
splendour or sorrow or both ••. "
The contrast between the world of St. Anne's and the world Mark
leaves is drawn at the narrative's conclusion, as Mark walks to St.
Anne's: "his mind was ill at ease, but as for his body--health and youth
and pleasure and longing seemed to be blowing towards him from the
cloudy light upon the hill." His mind, literally and figuratively, lies
between two worlds and consideration or the one before him "which
should have been uneasy joy, was torment .••. " Then he secs the earthVenus.
Jane also leaves her old world view: approaching the cottage, she
descends the ladder or humility. " ... she thought ot children, and or
pain and death ..• of Mark and all his sufferings."
llere, as on Pcrelandra, the gods have arranged a marriage, and here again the union
marks the end or great conflict and the beginning or a new, ordered unity.
Ransom's one moment or joy in That Hideous Strength occurs when
Venus descends on St. Anne's.
"Tears ran down Ransom's checks. He
alone knew from what seas and what Islands that breeze blew. Merlin
did not; but in him also the Inconsolable wound with which man is born
waked and ached at this touching. " For Ransom this JOY Is the pref1guring of a greater joy--thc return to Venus. But Ransom has learned
the lesson Hyoi taught him on Malacandra, that experience and memory
are components of JOy. lie explains, "It's so very nearly time for me to
go, all this be fins to reel like a dream. A happy dream, you understand:
all of It, even the pain. I want to taste every drop. "
In the great psalm which ends the Pcrelandrian narrative, one
speaker quotes from Revelation 2:26-28, "And he that overcometh, and
keepetb my works unto the end, to him will 1 give power over the nations:
And he shall rule them wrth a rod or iron; as the vessels of a potter shall
they be broken to shivers: even as I received of my Father. And I will
give him the morning star."
Jane, Mark and Ransom have broken to shivers an old world view
in their minds and its external symbol, Edgestow. In its place is not a
new world, but a new cosmos, whose Creator they have acknowledged as
supreme. The symbol of joy and unity which is Perelandra, the morning
To Jane and Mark, blesstar, is given to all as a gift from the Creator.
It is a happy marriage. To the King and Queen
sed by the earth-Venus,
and Ransom it is a home. To all, it ls Jerusalem.

A High and LonelyDestiny
by Gracia Fay Ellwood
Andrew Ketterley,
the sorcerer
In 'l'HE MA<HCIAJl'S !IEJ'llE11,
hes just induced the little na1Rhbor girl Polly
to pick up
a nap.le ~olden r1ng.
As she touches 1t , Polly disappears.
"Conpra tula ta rne, ny dear boy," Andrew says to his nephew
:Hi::ory.
lly expt>r1rnanL has succaecled.
The 11ttla Rlrl's pone-van! shad--rl,::ht
out or the world."
And now he want:s Di1tory
to tako the other golden ring and two green rinRs so that he
can <:o after Polly, take a good look at the "other world,"
and return to de:scrihe
it to Uncle Andrew.
But Dlgory,
In no Mood to offer con~ratulatlons,
wants
to know why llncle Andrew dossn' t RO himself.
Why does he
send e child to do a thlop that•:s too danr.erous ror an
adult and e ma~1ctan!
Andrew is quite lndip.nant
at the eccusatloa
of cowardice.
Ha ls not beinr. cowardly,
he ls being prudent.
He ls the
adept, the experiment~r;
he is too valuable
to rlsk.
Lesser
beings, such as p,u1nea piRS end ordinary
people, are expendable
and can r.roperly be t.ha subjects
of his experl11:ents.
Por
menbers or the elite 11ke h1msclr,
ordinary
noral
precepts
about coura~e and tho keeptnp or promises
do not apply.
He is cut off from common pleasures just as he ls freed frorn
cornnon rnoral ros tric tions.
"Ours, MY boy, 1 s a hiph end
lonel)" destiny."
Fore
minute 01pory found this impressive.
Then he
remembered the look on Andrew's
race ju:st before
Pally
dlsappoared.
Digory was convinced
tha~ his uncle was
merel) P,raedy and 1n:sans1tive,
and was deceiving
himself
about his supposed superiority.
When the witch Jadis
clains the soma h1Ph and lonely destiny,
the mernory of
Uncle Andrew's
smallness helps Dtp.ory to see that the
witch ls only a glorified version or the s&Me.
The idea that certain persons with supernatural
powers
have a destiny that sets
them apart
from the crowd in tble
way is an old one.
This paper will give sorne examples rrorn
the tradition,
both In history and fiction,
keeping Digory•s
c r-t ticlsrr in the back of our nlnd,
Comparisons should gl ve
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sone content to these four basic concept:s:
In wluiL wo),
if any, ls such a person supertor?--or
1s ho onl) rtec e f vt nrhinself?
In whot ways is he lonoly and isolated,
nnd why?
What does it rnean that he follows a 111fferont
r:oral codo
'l;'o what extent la he destinod
for
fron• thet or the .. asses?
th1s,
and to what extent has ho satiec power for htr·self?
Let's
look at Uncle Andrew and JadJs first.
Dipory • s judnnent
ls well borne out '>y hi" une Le • s
later ac t Lan s , Androw ls r.reedy not only I'o r- power, hut
even for wealth; he wants to exploit
the new Narnts
and
fill his own pockets,
'i'he in8en11l tlvity
hn showed to the
feelings or the children
and the p,uinea ptr,s lator inr.reased
to the point where he could not heer the song of the lion
or the words of the talkln~ heasts.
~t Uncle Andrew is not completely
wrong in his selfvaluation.
He is creative
to a 11Mited
extent--he
opens s
way between worlds--ond
this in itself
is or some value,
apart
from what comes or it.
The desire
to explore new
worlds ls e good th1np in Ancl or itself,
'!·ut in this case
1 t rnay not be worth the cost he w"s pr'epa r-ed to pay--or
rather, to make othors pay.
The value or r.reat1v1ty ~u&t
be set ovor against
the value of the subject,
tho "I" in
Dlpory, Polly end even in the rulnea plrs.
7hc person who
can both he creative
and sensl tlve to the "L" In "Thou"-to use l'art1n Bube r-! s tems--is
the r,roa ter man.
!lei ther
Andrew or Jadis come off very wall here; Jadis ls not even
creative.
Thay both have one other mark ep,ain:st then--neither
is
maBter or ht~~elf.
Both are driven by an inner hunrer that
takes the fOITI Of a lust for secret knowledr,a,
for recognition
and especially for power.
Again, tho person who masters his
desires end whose stroneest drive ts a self-;.iv1nr. one, ls
greater
than the one who wants to grab and to absorb.
It is true that hoth Jariis and Andrew are isolated,
tr
not exactly lonely.
!"ortunately
for lfncle Andrew, Aunt Letty
sticks with him chiefly out of duty and hahj t; lt could
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